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An ancient and icy adventure
Sarah Rogers, REPORTER

When I replaced the gleaming bank towers of my past life for the sky-scraping and
snow-capped peaks of Jasper, inheriting
the proximity to the Park’s icefield was an
added bonus.
Located within Jasper’s boundaries, the
Athabasca Glacier is the largest in the
Canadian Rockies and the most visited in
North America. With Mounts Athabasca
and Andromeda in the background, this
six square kilometre large glacier and the
adjoining Icefield Centre draw thousands
of visitors every day — understandably so.

The Friends of Jasper sent me up the old
piece of ice last week, as part of a wilderness adventure course for glacier newbies.
Organized almost a year ago, they managed
to pick the most glorious summer day with
a warm sun and cloudless sky — a welcome
respite from the glacial chill.
Revelstoke-based guide Jordy Shepherd,
our certified mountain guide for the day,
gave the sort of guidance that said “Don’t
sweat it.” Shepherd grew up in Jasper and
knelt down to the mountain gods long
before I had even seen a snowy peak. But
there is something about people who grow

Icy Expedition: Participants of a weekend-long program organized by Friends of
Jasper, walk up Athabasca Glacier. SARAH ROGERS PHOTOS
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up so closely to the earth that makes them
trustworthy. A teacher from Edmonton in
our course remarked that she would trust
Jordy with her life; extreme, but necessary.
The glacier, enchanting as it sparkles in
the sun, makes the average visitor feel as
though they are safe on its ancient footing.
But the crevasses that cover the terrain, giving way to fresh glacial streams and snowy
caverns, are also deadly holes for careless
hikers. Shepherd spoke rationally about
having that “healthy amount of fear” when
trekking, but in the same breathe reassures
that there’s nothing to worry about, so long
as you’re prepared.
Asked to bring the necessary gear for a
climb, I packed some sunscreen and a
water bottle. When told I needed “crampons” among other climbing aids, I worried that there was something wrong with
my menstrual cycle and I might not make
it up in one piece.
Fortunately, crampons are just really helpful spiky things that attach to your boots
and make it considerably easier to navigate the glacier’s slick and aerated cover. A
handy ski pole or ice pick are good tools
to have on hand. And once you get on it,
crunching your way up compacted snow
and ice never felt so natural.
“This is about living the mountain lifestyle and sharing it with other people,”

Watch your step!:

the Athabasca Glacier.

An ice crevass in

Shepherd said nobly, pointing out across
the vista. “Athabasca Glacier is one of the
most readily accessible glaciers for people
to experience.”
How lucky we are.
Coming down the rocky slope toward the
car park is a bit anti-climactic, as you are
reminded of the impact of global warming
on our surroundings. Where the glacier
sits now is a kilometre and a half back from
where it was 100 years ago, leaving behind
a barren and dusty moon-like landscape.
At the rate it’s receding, I won’t be around
to see another kilometre of it melt into the
sea — at least, let’s hope.
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